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Options Booklet 2019

Dear Students, Parents and Carers

Welcome to the Key Stage 4 options process for 2019. This is both an exciting and an important time for
Year 8 students as they start to think and make decisions about their own futures. This will be the first
opportunity that students have to decide which optional subjects and courses they wish to study at
school.
This booklet is designed to help you make the best choices possible for studies in years 9, 10 and 11.
There is a broad range of subjects available for students to choose from. As such, it is very important
that you have considered seriously what the right courses are for you. As you read through you may
want to make notes and record questions.

The options process is the first step towards focusing on the subjects that you study. We recommend
that students continue with a broad and balanced curriculum and consider carefully the subjects that
they both enjoy and perform well in, as they will be studying these subjects for the next 3 years.
Remember that all qualifications show your potential to learn and your ability to use key skills and very
few optional subjects limit your choices at post 16.
Key Stage 4 Curriculum and Subject Choices

The taught Key Stage 4 curriculum is a combination of both 'core' and 'optional' subjects. The 'core'
subjects, as set out in The National Curriculum, take 70% of the school timetable and comprise of the
following subjects:
English Language and Literature • Mathematics • Sport • Religious Studies • Science • Computing

Optional Subjects
In addition to the core subjects Students will have a choice of three optional subjects, covering a range
of qualification types. The course information in this booklet will explain what is involved in each course
and the type of qualification that will be awarded. This will be a mixture of GCSE, BTEC and Cambridge
Nationals courses.
How do I learn best?

All subjects need students to show a number of skills. However, some subjects assess students'
practical abilities more, some require good ICT skills and some rely more heavily upon written
communication. It is important to choose the right course for you.
Avoid choosing subjects because:

You want to be with friends
You like/dislike the teacher
You think it might be easy
You don't know what else to do

PLEASE NOTE:
Certain combinations of subjects cannot be taken as they are considered too similar,
these include Art & Photography, DT & Food.

Mrs S Miners
Deputy Headteacher - Curriculum
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WHAT ARE THE
KEY DATES?

Who can I ask for help?
I want to know about an individual course or
subject?
Your subject teachers.

I want to discuss my options in general to make
sure I am choosing the right courses for me?
7th February 2019

OPTIONS EVENING

An opportunity to discuss the process of
options and to gain an insight into what the
courses entail.

Your Form Tutors or
Mrs McTeare, Assistant Headteacher, KS3.

Heads of Optional Subjects
Art - Mrs T MacKellar
Computer Studies - Mr P Roberts
Design Technology - Mrs V Lean
Drama - Mrs H McGovern

25th February 2019
DEADLINE

For the return of the Options Form to
Form Tutors.

Film Studies - Mrs A Corker
Geography - Miss A Sparrow
History - Mrs L Goy
MFL - Mrs J Bonheme
Music - Mr T Hosking
Photography - Mrs T MacKellar
Religious Studies - Mrs S Davies
Vocational - Mrs J Battersby
(Construction, Business, Child Development, Animal
Care, ICT)

IMPORTANT NOTICE

In any options system there is always the possibility that a course
cannot run due to small numbers or staff movement. Similarly,
sometimes courses can be oversubscribed or students make
inappropriate choices. Where a decision is taken that will affect a
student’s options they will be informed as soon as possible.

Subject Information
SECTION 1

CORE SUBJECTS
All students will study

English Language GCSE
English Literature GCSE
Mathematics GCSE

Sports Science Cambridge National Certificate
or

Sports Studies Cambridge National Certificate

Science : GCSE Combined Science
(this may be extended to 3 separate sciences by
choosing Extension Science in Option A)
ICT: BTEC
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English Language

Qualification GCSE

Examination Board EDUQAS

Levels 1 and 2

English Language is an exciting course which explores the key areas of reading, writing, speaking and
listening. It exposes students to a range of different texts, both fiction and non-fiction, from the nineteenth
century to the present day; it allows students to compose a variety of different writing styles, from creative narrative pieces to the more functional transactional writing; as well as performing a formal presentation and responding to key points raised from an audience.
As you are aware, our Key Stage Four begins in Year 9 however, with the exception of some of the poetry anthology, we do not begin looking at our GCSE texts in Year 9 but choose to focus on the transferable skills needed to succeed at GCSE.
Our current Year 9 curriculum is as follows:

20th Century Fiction – either To Kill a Mockingbird or Of Mice and Men.
Non-Fiction Reading
Transactional Writing
Shakespeare – either Romeo and Juliet or The Taming of the Shrew or A Midsummer Night’s Dream or
The Tempest.
Creative Writing
War and Power Poetry
Speaking and Listening

At Year 10 and 11 our attention turns fully to the GCSE course.
In English Language, students focus on developing their reading and writing skills through a range of
modes. Students will sit two exam papers:
Paper One
Section A – Twentieth Century Fiction
Section B – Creative Writing 1 hour, 45 minutes 40% of the final grade

Paper Two
Section A – 19th and 21st Century Fiction
Section B – Transactional/Persuasive Writing 2 hours 60% of the final grade.
Across the exam papers, the following skills are assessed:
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Assessment objectives:

Assessment Objectives - Reading
A01: - Identify and interpret explicit and implicit information and ideas.
-Select and synthesise evidence from different texts.
A02: Explain, comment on and analyse how writers use language and structure to achieve effects and
influence readers, using relevant subject terminology to support their views.
A03: Compare writers’ ideas and perspectives as well as how these are conveyed, across two or more
texts.
A04: Evaluate texts critically and support this with appropriate textual references.
Assessment Objectives – Writing

A05: - Communicate clearly, effectively, and imaginatively, selecting and adapting tone, style and register for different forms, purposes and audiences.
- Organise information and ideas, using structural and grammatical features to support coherence and
cohesion of texts.

A06: Candidates must use a range of vocabulary and sentence structures for clarity, purpose and effect,
with accurate spelling and punctuation.
Assessment Objectives – Spoken Language
A07: Demonstrate presentation skills in a formal setting.
A08: Listen and respond appropriately to spoken language, including to questions and feedback to presentations.
A09: Use Standard English effectively in speeches and presentations.
Each area of skills and content-based knowledge will be re-visited across the three years to ensure students development their skills and progress towards achieving success in the final examinations in the
summer of Year 11. Students will be assessed regularly to gauge their current attainment and to allow
staff to provide detailed feedback on how they can improve and progress towards their targets.
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English Literature

Qualification GCSE

Examination Board EDUQAS

Levels 1 and 2

“The answers you get from literature depend on the questions you pose.” – Margaret Atwood

Across their English Literature course, our students are taught to become inquisitive and analytical readers; they are presented with opportunities to explore a rich range of British literature from the poetry of
Wordsworth to Golding’s haunting novel of boys alone on a deserted island.
The course requires students to study: a post 1914 prose, Lord of the Flies or An Inspector Calls; a nineteenth century novel, The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde and a range of poetry, both unseen
and from the anthology of eighteen poems provided by the exam board.
This is a stimulating course with a lot of required content which students are expected to learn as all examinations are closed text, meaning no books can be taken into the exam hall. As with the English Language course, there are two exams:
Paper One
Section A – Shakespeare (Macbeth)

Section B – Poetry Anthology 2 hours 40% of the final grade
Paper Two
Section A – Post-1914 Prose (An Inspector Calls)

Section B – 19th Century Prose (The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde)

Please note that this information is based on our current texts which are changed on occasion. Please consult your child’s
teacher at the start of Year 10 to confirm GCSE texts should you wish to purchase your own copy of the text or any revision
guides.

Section C – Unseen Poetry 2 hours, 30 minutes 60% of the final grade.
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Assessment

The exams assess the following skills:
Assessment Objectives

A01: Read, understand and respond to texts. Students should be able to:
Maintain a critical style and develop an informed personal response

Use textual references, including quotations, to support and illustrate interpretations.

A02: Analyse the language, form and structure used by a writer to create meanings and effects, using
relevant subject terminology where appropriate.
A03: Show understanding of the relationships between texts and contexts in which they are written.

A04: Use a range of vocabulary and sentence structures for clarity, purpose and effect, with accurate
spelling and punctuation.

Students will begin studying the poetry anthology in Year 9 but will not encounter their other GCSE texts
until Year 10. Across the two years, students will visit and revisit each area of the course aiming to gain a
thorough understanding of the texts and to fully develop their reading and writing skills. Students are
encouraged to maintain a detailed workbook which will prove of great importance to them when they
come to revise the course content as the exam period approaches.
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Mathematics

Examination Board AQA
Qualification GCSE
Levels 1 and 2
A good understanding in Mathematics encourages learners to develop confidence in, and a positive
attitude towards Mathematics and to recognise the importance of the subject in their own lives and to
society. This course prepares students to make informed decisions about the use of technology, the
management of money, further learning opportunities and career choices.
Students will follow a higher level course targeting grades of 4 to 9 or a foundation course targeting
grades 1 to 5.

Students follow a broad, varied and balanced course designed to meet the requirements of the exam
specifications.
The course aims to enable students to:
•
Acquire and use problem solving strategies
•
Select and apply mathematical techniques and methods in mathematical, every day and real
world situations
•
Reason mathematically, make deductions and inferences and draw conclusions
•
Interpret and communicate mathematical information in a variety of forms appropriate to the
information and context.

Assessment
There are 3 papers taken in the June summer examination session. All papers contribute equally to the
overall grade.
Paper 1 a non-calculator paper marked out of 80.
Paper 2 a calculator paper marked out of 80.
Paper 3 a calculator paper marked out of 80.
All 3 papers will contain a mix of short, 1 mark questions and longer multi step questions.
Each paper will assess content from any part of Mathematics specification.

Progression
In Years 12 and 13 students may go on to study at AS and A2 level. These are usually students who
have studied GCSE at higher level and have gained at least one grade B. Other students may choose
to do an AS over 2 years, or to improve upon their GCSE result by studying a 1 year resit course.
Progression into further and higher education with suitable qualifications. Students with level 7 and
above can go on to study Maths and Further Maths both at A/S and A level.

Mathematics is widely recognised as a core subject to further study and careers of all types, including;
financial careers, academia, teaching, law, sciences, medicine etc.
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Sport

Examination Board OCR

Qualification National Certificate

Levels 1 and 2

Students will be guided onto either the Cambridge National Certificate in Sports Studies course or the
Cambridge National Certificate in Sport Science Course.

There will be a variety of units that are designed to educate students in a range of sporting contexts.
These units are specific to the modern sporting context. If students have aspirations to lead or coach in
sports in the future, then this is a relevant option and strong performers in sport will achieve well on this
course. The course consists of both practical and theoretical elements.

Practical and theoretical areas are evidenced in a portfolio folder, which will be externally moderated.
Examples of units covered are: Developing Sports Skills; Sport Leadership; Sports Injury; Fitness and
Training. Practically, students will have to adopt various roles (coach, performer, organiser,official, etc) in
a range of activities.
Assessment
4 units to be completed: Pass - Merit - Distinction
3 units will be coursework based with practical assessments.
1 unit will be assessed through examination and externally marked.

Progression
To higher level qualification including Level 3 Nationals in Sport and AS Level PE. Vocational Links Work
experience modules, study of the leisure industry. Sports Leaders Courses (SL1 and SL2).

Entry to employment in the Sports industry. Students will develop communication skills, teamwork skills,
leadership coaching skills, health and wellbeing and gain a better understanding of the impact of sport
on an individual. This course combines weII with other practical based courses such as drama whilst
providing academic cross curricular links with English, Media Studies and Science.
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Science : Combined

Examination Board AQA

Qualification GCSE

Levels 1 and 2

Students will achieve two GCSE qualifications following the AQA Specification. The course covers all
three areas of science (Biology, Chemistry and Physics). This pathway provides an excellent opportunity
for students to further develop knowledge and understanding of science explanations in each of the
three science areas and it provides an opportunity to ‘bridge the gap’ between GCSE and A‐level.
A variety of topics are studied for Science; these can broadly be summarised into the following:
Biology: Cells, Organisation, Diseases and Infections, Bioenergetics, The Biological responses, Genetics
& Evolution and Ecology.
Chemistry: Atoms, Bonding, Quantitative chemistry, Chemical reactions and Energy changes, Rates of
reactions, Organic Chemistry, Chemical Analysis, Chemistry of the Atmosphere and the Earth’s
resources.
Physics: Energy, Particles including States of matter, Electricity, Atomic structure and Radioactivity,
Forces in action, Waves and Electromagnetism
Assessment
Combined science is assessed via terminal exams as there is no coursework component involved,
although required practical experiments must be taught as part of the course.
GCSE Science has a Foundation tier (grades 1 – 5) and a Higher tier (grades 4 – 9). Students will sit a
total of 6 papers (two per scientific field), each lasting 75 minutes and making an equal contribution to
the final GCSE. All papers will include a mix of question styles, from short, single-mark questions to 6
mark questions which will assess students’ use of good English, organising information clearly and use
of specialist terms where appropriate.
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Progression Pathways
Education
This route is ideal for talented and competent scientists who may be considering a career which is
science based. Post 16 providers of A‐Level science courses accept these courses to attend A‐Level
Science courses.
Completion of combined science will give students 2 GCSE’s increasing their chances of gaining a
place at college or Sixth Form to continue studies. If you are looking to gain an apprenticeship, this
stage having 2 science GCSE’s will most definitely increase your chances. Students completing the
AQA course will demonstrate that they are organised individuals who have the scientific skills
required in everyday life. Students following this course can go on to take vocational courses or
apprenticeships.
Employment
Science is an excellent tool for learning about many areas that will be relevant in employment or
everyday life. It teaches us about the human body and how it functions, electricity, forces and
chemical reactions. It also provides you with problem solving and communication skills. Remember
that every type of employment will have a good scientist working somewhere in the background.
Specific job roles are: Chemist, astrophysicist, biomedical scientist, pharmacist, Healthcare
professional,
Food scientist, biologist, psychologist, physiotherapist, pharmacologist and many more.

ICT Vocational

Examination Board - BTEC

Qualification GCSE equivalent

Levels 1 and 2

There are very few jobs around where specialist skills in the use of computers and Information
Technology are not useful. Cambridge Nationals are vocationally related qualifications that take an
engaging, practical and inspiring approach to learning and assessment. They are industry relevant,
geared to key sector requirements and very popular with students because they suit such a broad range
of learning styles and abilities.

This course will assess the application of creative media skills through their practical use. It will provide
learners with essential knowledge, transferable skills and tools to improve their learning in other subjects
with the aims of enhancing their employability when they leave education.
During this course you will cover all the key ICT skills which will be assessed in an exam. There are a
wide variety of optional units which can be chosen including, Web Page Design, Creating Graphics and
Comic Creation.
Assessment

There is one externally assessed examination, one compulsory course work unit and 2 optional course
work units.
Progression

Students can move on to a variety of post-16 qualifications in Computing and ICT. If you go on to Higher
or Further Education, and take Computing/ICT to degree or equivalent vocational levels, your job
prospects will be extremely good. Computing and Business Studies graduates always top the Graduate
Employment league tables that are released each year.
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Subject Information
SECTION 2

OPTION SUBJECTS

Please refer to the options form which will explain how many subjects
you can take.
Options forms are to be completed and returned to your tutor by
25th February at the latest.

They must be signed by both the student and the parent/carer(s)

Animal Care

Examination Board : Pearson

Qualification: BTEC

Animal care is a vital sector of the land based industry and is important to the UK economy. This course
gives an introductory overview to some of the key knowledge, understanding and skills relevant to the
animal care industry. Learners will study animal health , safe animal handling skills, animal welfare and
basic principles of animal behavior. Learners will study: 2 core units and 2 optional units
Core units:
Animal Health- Developing knowledge and understanding of animal health, disease and parasite
prevention, how to assess the health of dogs, cats, rabbits, goats, chickens and bearded dragons. You
will learn about common diseases and disorders found in the species that you study.
Animal handling- Learn how to become competent in handling and restraining small animals, the
reasons why it is necessary to handle and restrain animals, health inspections, grooming and training.
Develop safe working practices with small animals.
Optional units
2 units from:
Animal welfare - Purposes of working with animals, responsibilities of pet owners,
promoting good animal welfare

Animal housing and accommodation - Learn about animal housing, understanding of purpose,
characteristics of animal bedding, how and why different types of housing and bedding are suitable for
the needs of different animals.
Principles of animal behaviour - what is normal animal behavior as well as abnormal behavior. Visual
monitoring and recording of animal behavior, developing observation skills when monitoring animals.
Assessment
Unit 1 – Animal health- external assessment
Unit 2 – Animal handling – internal assessment
Optional units – internal assessment

Progression
Animal care is a growing sector of work, a qualification such as this could lead into careers such as:
animal grooming, vetenary nursing, boarding kennels, animal welfare, working farms, tourism.
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Art and Design

Examination Board AQA
Qualification GCSE
Levels 1 and 2
Art and Design has increasing relevance to many aspects of our daily lives. Virtually everything that we
own or look at has been designed. We now live in a visual world that has its roots in Art and Design.
Think about television and films, web pages, interior design, architecture, cars, fashion and much, much
more. Art is everywhere; it's not just a painting on a wall. Modern businesses need people who have the
ability to think creatively and adopt a disciplined approach to difficult situations. Many of the study
skills that you learn in Art and Design can be used in a lot of your other subjects: in fact Art is very cross
curricular as every subject expectsyou to think creatively, to explore, experiment and be curious. In your
lessons your teachers will encourage you to make connections with the skills that you learn in your other
subjects and with your hobbies and areas of interest.

Students will work with a wide variety of themes from natural forms, identity, word and image, Pop Art,
man and machine to name but a few. Projects will cover 4 assessment objectives: developing ideas;
refining ideas through the use of materials and techniques; recording ideas; producing a final piece.
Students will study the work of artists, craftspeople and designers from around the world and from
different periods in time to gain influences for their work.Lessons are made up of practical workshops to
develop students' skills in a wide variety of techniques. Throughout the projects students are encouraged
to create personal pieces of work that reflect their way of working, enabling them to gain the skills to
produce highly visual individual creations. Students evaluate their own work and that of others.
Assessment
One coursework unit, made up of one or more projects that have been developed to create a portfolio of
work which constitutes 60% of total GCSE grade.
Timed exam 40%
All coursework to be completed by December of year 11
January to April of Year 11 is the period of exam preparation.
Progression
Students can progress on to a variety of post 16 courses:
AS/A level Art & Design AS/ A level photography AS/ A level Media AS/A level critical and contextual
studies in Art. Employers look for students who have creative and problem solving skills.
GCSE Art & Design students can progress into a wide variety of careers including : Animators
Architects Teachers Hairdressers and Beauty Therapists Games Designers Costumer designers
Tattooist nursery nurses Interior designers museum and gallery workers.
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Business

Examination Board Edexcel/BTEC

The BTEC qualification enables you to understand business and its environment. You will be presented
with various assignments which will equip you for life in the business world. Students have successfully
studied BTEC and have gone on to study Business studies at university. Students will be able to
experience the practicalities involved in setting up and running their own business venture. Real life
business examples and case studies are used wherever possible to provide students with as much
experience as possible.

Unit 1 – Enterprise in the Business world – learn about current trends in the business world, and how
they impact on business start ups. Plan a new idea for a business start up and experience all aspects of
setting a business up.
Unit 2 – Finance for Business (exam unit) – understand the costs involved in a business, and how a
business makes a profit, understand how businesses plan for success, understand how businesses
measure success and identify areas for improvement.

Unit 3 – Promoting a brand – Explore the use of branding and the promotional mix in business. Develop
and promote a brand for a business.
Unit 8 – Recruitment, selection and employment – students will learn how and why businesses recruit.
They will be able to experience writing application documents and taking part in a selection exercise.
Assessment

The students will complete a series of coursework set in accordance with the BTEC Pass, Merit and Distinction criteria. These units are internally assessed and externally verified. Unit 2 is an exam based unit,
which counts for 25% of the final grade.

Progression

This qualification will prepare you for a career by equipping you with financial skills, organisational ability,
marketing knowledge and an ability to present your ideas clearly. Students have successfully gone onto
Level 3 Business studies courses. For those students seeking apprenticeships, business studies will provide you with valuable practical workplace skills.
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Childs Play, Learning & Development

Level 2 Award

Examination Board BTEC

This qualification provides the opportunity to gain a vocational qualification that gives an introduction to
the child care sector. The BTEC qualifications are industry relevant, and well recognized by professionals
working in the early years settings. Students will develop knowledge and understanding of child
development and well-being necessary for working with children in a variety of settings. It is aimed at
students who wish to be introduced to childcare and development for children aged 0-5 years.
The course is very varied and includes opportunities for students to work individually, in groups and to
take part in activities with child care and early years professionals.
Learners must achieve three units:

• Unit 1: Patterns of child development
• Unit 2: Promoting childrens development through play.
• Unit 3: Principles of Early Years Practice.

Assessment
Unit 1 is examined in a 1 hour external paper. This will be completed in Year 10 to relive some exam
pressure from Year 11!
Unit 2 & 3 are assessed internally and take the form of a coursework portfolio which is completed in
stages over the three years.

Progression
This qualification is perfect for those wishing to move onto level 3 health and social care, or look to
develop their qualifications within the child care sector. For those students looking to work in Early years
Education or health care, a BTEC qualification in child care will be very useful.
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Computer Science

Examination Board OCR
Computer Science (9-1)
Qualification GCSE
GCSE Computer Science is an interesting and relevant subject that is attractive to employers,
particularly in areas such as science, engineering and business. It is also highly regarded by colleges
and universities. Students who study GCSE Computer Science have the option of progressing to A-level
Computer Science, apprenticeships and degrees. Computer Science can lead to careers in software,
cyber security, science, engineering, finance and business.
What GCSE Computer Science is:
•
An interesting, challenging and relevant subject highly regarded by employers.
•
Learning how computers work.
•
Understanding new technologies.
•
Analytical thinking and problem solving.
•
Creating solutions to problems with computer code.
•
Understanding and using algorithms.
•
Applying mathematical thinking to solve problems.
•
Learning, in depth, about computer networks and cyber security.
•
For students that enjoy (and have an aptitude for) logical challenges.

GCSE Computer Science is NOT:
•
About making games!
•
About building PCs.
•
For students that find science and mathematics difficult.
•
For students that are not willing to work hard.
•
For students that don’t have the patience to solve challenging problems.
Assessment
Two 1.5 hour exams worth 80% and one piece of coursework worth 20%.
It is your responsibility to choose the correct course. Once you have chosen the course, you will be expected to stick with it. Ask Mr Rogers, Mr Roberts or Mrs Miners if you are unsure about your suitability
for the course.
Progression
A qualification in Computer Science opens doors to many fields including software engineering, network
engineering and administration, web development, police (digital forensics), government and data
security. There are very few jobs where specialist skills in the use of computer and information technology are not useful. In some employment areas these skills are essential, such as careers in science,
technology, engineering or mathematics (STEM). Computer Science is respected by employers as being
an academically rigorous qualification that demonstrates technical aptitude and problem solving ability.
These are excellent transferable skills that are valuable in any workplace.
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Construction

Examination Board : Edexcel

Qualification : BTEC

Levels 1 and 2

This qualification has a core of underpinning knowledge, skills and understanding, and a range of
options to reflect the breadth of pathways within a sector. This gives learners the opportunity to:
* Gain a broad understanding and knowledge of a vocational sector
* Investigate areas of specific interest

* Develop essential skills and attributes prized by employers, further education colleges and higher
education institutions.

This suite of qualifications provides opportunities for learners to progress to either academic or more
specialised vocational pathways. The built environment is where we live and work every day.

This qualification has been developed to introduce learners to how the built environment is developed,
from planning and design, sustainable development through to re-use and demolition, the occupations
and professions, as well as some basic craft skills. It offers learners the chance to personalise their
learning experience by studying subjects that are suited to their area of interest and resources.
The core units are:

Unit 1: Construction Technology – this unit covers the different forms of construction that can be used for
low-rise offices, retail units and homes. Learners will develop an understanding of the structural
performance required for low-rise construction, and explore how substructures and superstructures are
constructed. This unit will be externally assessed.

Unit 2: Construction and Design – in this unit learners will develop a broad understanding of the
construction industry, the sort of projects it undertakes and the contribution it makes to wider society.
Learners will also look at how client needs can shape the design of a building, and develop their own
design ideas to a given brief.

Unit 3 (Mandatory): Scientific and Mathematical Applications for Construction – in this unit learners will
apply scientific and mathematical knowledge, understanding and skills to practical construction contexts.
Learners will develop an understanding of the scientific principles affecting the performance of
construction materials and develop skills to perform mathematical calculations in construction contexts.
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Construction cont.

The optional specialist units are: (One to be chosen)

Unit 4: Construction Processes and Operations – where learners will develop further knowledge of the
processes and operations used in low-rise construction projects, the sequencing of construction work
and how the properties of construction materials affect their specification and use.
Unit 5: Construction Drawing Techniques – where learners will develop the techniques to interpret and
produce clear construction drawings through a variety of methods.
Unit 6: Exploring Carpentry and Joinery Principles and Techniques

Unit 7: Exploring Brickwork and Blockwork Principles and Techniques
Unit 8: Exploring Painting and Decorating Principles and Techniques
Unit 9: Exploring Plumbing Principles and Techniques

Unit 10: Exploring Electrical Principles and Techniques.
Assessment

3 Units are assessed by assignment with 1 Unit (Unit 1) externally assessed by examination. A number
of practical assessments will be carried out on a range of craft technology subjects,throughout the
duration of the course, enabling students to best show their skills and to gain the best grades for that
individual.
Progression

BTEC Firsts in construction provide an opportunity to try out a range of related activities, either by
following a general path utilising a range of different specialist units or by following one of the
recommended specialist pathways which offer greater depth in a specialist area of study .

On completion, learners will have achieved a recognised qualification and will be in a stronger position to
decide between their progression options. Options include progression to a further qualification in
construction and the built environment,for example, an edexcel BTEC Level 3 qualification in
Construction, Civil Engineering of Building Services Engineering. Entry to industry with the possibility of
undertaking additional training, potentially leading to the completion of an NVQ, apprenticeship or
technical certificate.
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DT : Design Technology

Examination Board: AQA
Qualification GCSE
GCSE Design and Technology will prepare you to participate confidently and successfully in an
increasingly technological world. You will gain awareness and learn from wider influences on Design and
Technology including historical, social, cultural, environmental and economic factors.
This course will allow you to design and make creative and innovative products, using a wide range of
materials and processes – including CAD/CAM using our range of CNC equipment, such as the 3D
printer. The work you will carry out will be supported by detailed work books in year 9, alongside easy to
use study packs to increase your subject knowledge. In year 10, you will be given more freedom to
develop your own solutions to the set tasks given – which will prepare you for the internally assessed
and externally moderated assessment in year 11.
Assessment
50% Exam – consisting of the following:
Section A – Core technical principles (20 marks)
A mixture of multiple choice and short answer questions assessing a breadth of technical
knowledge and understanding.

Section B – Specialist technical principles (30 marks)
Several short answer questions (2–5 marks) and one extended response to assess a more
in depth knowledge of technical principles.

Section C – Designing and making principles (50 marks)
A mixture of short answer and extended response questions including a 12 mark design
question.

50% Internally assessed and externally moderated, Assessment consisting of the following:
* Substantial design and make task
* Assessment criteria: Investigating, designing, making, analysing and evaluating
* You will produce a working prototype and a portfolio of evidence (max 20 pages)

Progression
The specification provides an excellent route into A-level Design Technology or Engineering.
It would be an excellent choice for those wishing to go on to do a practical course or apprenticeship post
16, as well as those looking to go to university to study.
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Drama

Examination Board: WJEC
If you enjoy:

Qualification: GCSE

* Expressing yourself in an active and exciting way

Then GCSE Drama is the ideal subject
for you.
You
will
learn:
* Contributing your ideas and taking on board those of others
* Working in a group

* Exploring ideas by putting yourself in other people’s shoes
* Playing many parts in different imaginary situations
* Creating your own drama work

* Looking at plays written by other people

How drama is created, including all the
acting and staging skills that are needed
to put a piece of drama onto the stage.
How to create a character and play this
character in a performance.

Many skills that are highly valued in any
walk of life including teamwork and
confidently presenting yourself in public.

* Performing in a variety of venues and settings
Assessment
The GCSE in Drama is made up of 3 units:
Unit 1 Practical and written = 40% of Final Grade INTERNALLY ASSESSED
Devise a piece of drama in a group, perform it in front of examiner and complete controlled assessments
evaluating it.
Unit 2 Practical = 20% of Final Grade EXTERNALLY ASSESSED
In groups rehearse an extract from a play and perform in front of examiner
Unit 3 1 1/2hour written exam = 40% of Final Grade
Complete questions on a studied text and complete an evaluation on live theatre

AO1 Create and develop ideas to communicate meaning for theatrical performance
AO2 Apply theatrical skills to realise artistic intentions in live performance
AO3 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of how drama and theatre is developed and performed
AO4 Analyse and evaluate their own work and the work of others.

Progression
After you have completed GCSE Drama you can go on to higher levels of study. These include:
AS and A2 Level Drama or Performing Arts, BTEC National Performing Arts, Cambridge Technical in
Performing Arts
Drama Teacher, Actor, Director, Technician, Stage Manager, Arts administrator, Education officer, drama
therapist.
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Film Studies

Qualification GCSE

Examination Board EDUQAS

Every 9 days, as much moving image is uploaded to YouTube as the BBC has broadcast in its entire
history! Young people are the most intensive users of moving image and this course will equip them with the
tools required to decode visuals, understand meaning and create content. This course will require a high
level of literacy skills, as students will be closely studying at least 6 challenging films. These will range from
classic 1950’s Hollywood, such as Rebel Without a Cause, to global non-English films, such as the
Japanese animation classic Spirited Away.
There will also be an opportunity to produce a screenplay as part of the Non-Exam Assessment (NEA)
component. We will be entering students into the prestigious
‘Moving Image Awards’ held annually at the BFI (British Film Institute) in London, as well as running a
regular film club, in association with Into Film.
Assessment
Component 1: Key Developments in US Film
Students will learn about the history of US Film, completing a comparative study of films across 2 time
periods. In addition to this they will study a contemporary independent film, applying film theory in the
process.
Component 2: Global Film
This unit requires studying 3 global films from different cultures, analysing the film style, representations and
narratives. The contexts of each film will also be studied, such as the history of South Africa for films like
District 9 or Tsotsi.
Component 3: Production
Learners will produce their own genre-based film extract from a screenplay along with an evaluative analysis
of the production. Independent research will be required and a wide range of films used to support the
choices made in the production.
Progression
Students can progress on to a variety of post 16 courses: A-Level Film Studies, A-Level English Literature,
A-Level Psychology, A-Level Media Studies, A-Level Photography, A-Level Art & Design, A-Level Business
Studies, A-level History. Employers look for students who have creative and analytical problem solving skills
in a wide variety of careers.
Careers that will specifically use creative Film Studies skills include: Photographer, Animator, Architect,
Teacher, Computer Games Designer, Costume Designer, Graphic Designer, Film Maker, Editor, Website
Designer, Politician, Social Media Creator, Writer, Journalist, Director, Runner, Programmer, Marketing,
Copywriter…the list goes on!
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Food Preparation and Nutrition

Examination Board AQA

Qualification GCSE

Levels 1 and 2

This is a brand new and exciting qualification which replaces both Catering and Food Technology. You
will be taught about food in its widest sense and you will learn and develop a wide range of food
preparation skills. The course is made up of the following six areas of study:

* Food, Nutrition and Health – the sources and functions of nutrients, principles of healthy eating,
planning for people with special dietary requirements
* Food Science – the scientific principles and the working characteristics involved in the preparation and
cooking of food.
* Food Safety – causes and prevention of food spoilage and contamination, food hygiene and kitchen
safety.
* Food Choice – factors that affect the choices we make about the foods we eat e.g. culture and religion.
* Food Provenance – where and how our food is reared and grown, sustainability and other
environmental issues, food production processes.

Each of the areas of study above will be taught through a mixture of practical and theory lessons which
are based around themes such as Multicultural Cooking, Street Food, British Food, Sauces Made
Simple, Trendy Traybakes and Food for Festivals. It is really important for pupils to be aware that there is
a heavy theoretical background to this subject and that cooking does not always take place every week.
This is to ensure they are prepared for the assessments outlined below.
Assessment
* Written exam paper 1 hour 45 minutes. Multiple choice 20 marks and five questions each with a
number of sub-questions - 50% of GCSE.

* Food Investigation Task – an investigation which is set by the examination board and you are required
to produce a written report to support experimental practical work – 15% of GCSE

* Food Preparation Assessment – you are required to prepare, cook and present a final menu of three
dishes within three hours. The planning for this is an integral part of the assessment and a portfolio of
evidence is required – 45% of GCSE.

Progression
This course would lead you naturally into a Level 3 Qualification in Food Science and Nutrition, Catering
or other Professional Cookery courses. Apprenticeship in the catering industry, Chef – starting at the
bottom of the career ladder and progressing to Head or Executive Chef, career in the hospitality industry
– hotel/ restaurant trade, food technologist, dietician, sports nutritionist, general nutritionist, teacher.
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French or Spanish

Examination Board AQA
Qualification GCSE
Levels 1 and 2
A qualification in a language will open so many unexpected doors for you throughout your life and can
increase your earning power. In class, you will get to study a wide range of topics all about different
people and cultures. Languages are a great way to get to know and understand other people better. You
don't have to be fluent; a little language goes a long way. Acquiring language skills will enable you to
take your place in a multi-lingual global society. You build on the skills you have learned in KS3: how to
talk and write about, read about and listen to topics which will enable you to survive abroad and talk
about daily life and experiences. These include:

Family and relationships.
Global issues such as the environment, poverty, homelessness, your area. Life at school and your
studies, jobs, career choices and ambitions. Free-time activities –Music, cinema, TV, food/eating out,
sport your holidays and Your future plans, shopping and finding your way around. Customs and festivals
in French-speaking countries/communities Technology in everyday life - Social media; mobile technology
Social issues -Charity/voluntary work, healthy/unhealthy living. Travel & tourism.

Assessment
Speaking - End of course examination
25%
1 Role play, 1 Photo task, 1 conversation on 2
themes, 1 chosen by you.
Listening - End of course examination 25%
Either Foundation Tier or Higher Tier
Reading - End of course examination 25%
Either Foundation Tier or Higher Tier
Writing - End of course examination 25%

Foundation level : 60minutes
4 sentences with photo prompt
40 words with bullet prompts
90 words with bullet prompts choice of 2
35 words translation from English
Higher level: 75minutes
90 words with bullet prompts
150 words open-ended
50 words translation from English

Progression
You can go on to study languages at A Level and university.
Having a language qualification on your CV impresses employers, colleges and universities. All areas of
business, travel, tourism, finance and the media, value employees who can show they have studied a
language. Be a translator, interpreter, teacher, tour operator. The world is at your feet.
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Geography

Examination Board AQA

Qualification GCSE Geography A

Level 1 and 2

Geography has been described in recent years as “the subject of our times” and the “subject which holds
the key to our future." The Geography GCSE helps you to make sense of the world around you. It is
hands on, it is relevant, and it is fun! Geography has become one of the most popular optional GCSE’s
across the country. Geography links extremely well with History, Business Studies as well as Triple
Science and arts subjects, so it is ideal for a balanced curriculum.
Assessment
Three written exams including two fieldwork investigations.
1 The physical environment - The challenge of natural hazards, the living world and changing UK
landscapes.
2 The human environment - Urban issues and challenges, the changing economic world and the
challenge of resource management.
3 Geographical applications - Issue evaluation and two fieldwork investigations in contrasting locations.
Progression
Geography includes many transferable skills which are well regarded by employers – data collection,
presentation, analysis and conclusion. Whatever you do after you leave school will have some
geography involved!
The qualification leads on to the IB and AS/A2 level Geography, Environmental Science, and Geology in
other schools and contains all the knowledge, skills and understanding necessary for further study.
Geography has one of the highest rates of graduate employability, as well as being highly valued by
employers worldwide.
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History

Examination Board Edexcel

Qualification GCSE

History is all about people from the past and the decisions they made based on events and factors at the
time. It is fascinating to be able to explore how this process came about and to learn how it created the
chain reactions that have shaped our society and influence all our lives today.
This course is designed to give students a flavour of a development over time and also the chance to
focus on historical periods in depth. Students develop essential historical skills such as source
interrogation, discussion, debate and using independent knowledge to support or challenge other
historians. It helps to really enjoy reading and writing, and to have an enquiring mind. Evidence needs to
be found, understood and cross-examined if a picture of past events is to become clear. History is an
extremely valuable subject to study at GCSE.
Not only is the subject varied and exciting, but it also helps develop skills that are necessary in working
life. In History you have to communicate and analyse, discuss and make contributions. History is a very
popular GCSE option at Redruth School and combines well with most other subjects.
1.
2.
3.

Thematic study and historic environment - Crime and punishment through time, c1000–present
(30% of the qualification)
This comprises a thematic study (Crime and punishment in Britain, c1000–present) and a study of
a historic environment (Whitechapel, c1870–c1900: crime and policing).
British depth study - Early Elizabethan England, 1558–88. (40% of the qualification)
Combined with a broader period study – The Cold War 1941-91
Modern depth study - Weimar and Nazi Germany, 1918–39 (30% of the qualification)

Assessment
The course is linear with public examinations taking place May/June of Year 11. The Crime paper is 1
hour and 15 minutes and the Germany paper is 1 hour and 20 minutes in length; the combined Elizabethan and Cold War paper is 1 hour and 45 minutes in length.

Progression
AS and A Level History
Vocational Links: Archaeology, Museum work, and virtually any career that involves organising, analysing
and presenting information. It is particularly useful for careers in Law, Journalism, Media and Teaching.
However, the skills developed in GCSE History are useful in almost any job.
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Music

Examination Board: Edexcel
Qualification: GCSE
Levels 1 and 2
If you have a prior skill in music then you should consider the GCSE music course. You will gain skills in
performing and writing your own music, and work closely with other musicians. You will greatly benefit
from extending your listening, communication, team work and problem solving skills. If you don’t currently play an instrument then it is compulsory that you partake in formal instrumental tuition to improve
your performance and understanding. A subsidy for school instrumental tuition is provided by the department for GCSE music students. If you are prepared to put the work in, you will get a great sense of
achievement from this course.

You will learn how:
to improve your performing skills
music is constructed from initial ideas through to the finished product
to analyse music in a variety of styles and discover the social and historical context in which music
has been composed over at least the last 400 years
Assessment
You have already gained many of the basic skills needed for this course in your music lessons over the
last 2 years at Redruth School.
Composing Unit: (30% of the final grade): You have been creating music of your own in class and this
is developed within the GCSE course as you choose 2 topics for composition. For example, this could be
a popular song and dance track, a classical piece or some world music. There is a wide choice and it can
be tailored to your own musical interest and strengths.

Performing Music: (30% of the final grade): You will be required to perform music both as a soloist and
in a group. The GCSE course encourages you to perform music of your own choice and in any style. To
take this course you must be able to offer at least one instrument or voice.

Listening Unit: (40% of the final grade): You have already listened to a variety of music in class and
these skills are developed as you study some set pieces taken from the following areas of study:
instrumental music 1700 -1820, Vocal music, Music for stage and screen and Fusions.

Progression
AS and A2 in Music
A Level in Performing Arts

There are a number of jobs within the industry, some include: Education and training, Studio Musician for
orchestras and bands, Sound Engineer, DJ, Composer, Musician within the Armed Forces and

West-End musician/performer.
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Photography

Examination Board AQA
Qualification GCSE
Levels 1 and 2
Photography allows students the opportunity to express their ideas and personal vision through the
camera. This is an Art Photography course which encourages creativity when developing ideas and
responses to themes and topics. Artistic creativity may range from the angle of your camera shot to the
way that you present your final outcome. Students produce a portfolio of the 2 or 3 coursework units
reflecting their ability to research a topic, gain knowledge about technique and the work of other
photographers, develop a range of personal ideas and techniques and present their understanding and
experiences. Redruth School has direct links to Falmouth University. GCSE Photography
students will have the opportunity to visit the university and participate in practical workshops in the
fantastic facilities they have. Students can also take part in the University Creative Summer Schools.
Students may explore overlapping areas or combinations of areas such as:
Portraiture, documentary and/ or photojournalism
Environmental photography
Experimental photography
Working from objects, still- life and/or from the natural world
Digital processes will be used to produce images

Assessment
One coursework unit, made up of one or more projects that have been developed to create a portfolio of
work which constitutes 60% of total GCSE grade.
Timed exam 40%
All coursework to be completed by December of year 11. January to April of year 11 is the period of
exam preparation.

Please note - Homework always involves taking photographic images and regular access to the use of
a camera outside of school is essential (this does not have to be an SLR camera).

Progression
Students can progress onto a variety of post 16 courses:
AS/A Level Photography/Media
AS/A Level Art & Design
AS/ A Level Critical & Contextual Studies in Art.
Employers look for students who have creative and problem solving skills in a wide variety of careers,
including: Photographer, Animator, Architect, Teacher, Beauty Therapist, Computer Games Designer,
Costume Designer, Graphic Designer, Hairdresser, Tattooist, Film maker, Website Design.
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Religious Studies - Full Course

Examination Board Edexcel

Qualification GCSE Full Course

Levels 1 and 2

Religious Studies: Ethics, Peace and Conflict, allow students to address key issues in the world around
them today. It will complement the core religious studies lesson that all students in year 7-11 have once a
fortnight, but will delve deeper into the understanding of the ethical issues that religion’s face today.
There will also be the focus on the world struggle for peace and to question whether there is a place for
conflict in society.

Students will explore many contemporary issues, such as abortion, euthanasia, and genetic engineering
within unit 1, allowing for discussion, debate and a chance to openly express their opinions whilst
learning the opinions of those around them and other religions.
Within Unit 2 students will study some of the conflict that we have seen over the last century and the
impact that this has had on a global and local scale. This unit will also cover issues surrounding
forgiveness, justice and tolerance of other religions.

All of the topics within Unit 1 and Unit 2 will be considered in light of the belief of Christianity and Islam –
the two main religions in the United Kingdom today.

Assessment
Students will sit two exams, one per unit. The exam is 1hr and 45minutes long; compromising of 4 parts
the exam will assess everything from their knowledge of key words to the way they present their opinions
on the topics we cover.

Progression
A qualification in Religious Studies also reflects an ability to empathise with and understand other people, which is a requirement in any career dealing with people. Many employers find that people who have
a good foundation in Religious Studies have acquired an excellent basis for areas such as human and
social development e.g. social work, police force, law, medicine, army.
* Please note that this will be offered as an additional course delivered after school hours.
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Science : Extension

Examination Board AQA

Qualification GCSE

Levels 1 and 2

Extension Science will provide you with 3 GCSE grades in Science. Students will follow a combined
science course, followed by Extension science. The course covers all three areas of science
individually (Biology, Chemistry and Physics).
Students will achieve three GCSE qualifications, one in each field of science. This pathway provides an
excellent opportunity for students to further develop knowledge and understanding of science
explanations in each of the three science areas and it provides an opportunity to ‘bridge the gap’
between GCSE and A‐level. Students will cover the same content as Combined science in Year 9
and Year 10 but will focus on the Triple content in Year 11. These triple components generally cover
the same topics but go into greater depth to enhance knowledge further in preparation for higher
education. There is an additional Space topic in the Physics GCSE.
This course is ideal for those students who intend carrying on with studies in science, at A level and
University. It will provide you with an excellent knowledge and understanding of science and will also
help to develop your practical and problem solving skills.
The extension course is aimed at the more- able student and we advise that only students who are
targeted a Grade 5 or above by the end of year 11 select Extension Science as an option. This course
will involve a large amount of numeracy skills and the ability to write structured answers. Therefore,
students opting for Extension Science must also be confident in Mathematics and English. Students will
also need to be able to work independently, meet frequent deadlines and commit a higher number of
hours to study per week.
You will study All the modules listed for Combined science plus additional detail in each topic:
Biology: Cells, Organisation, Diseases and Infections, Bioenergetics, The Biological responses,
Genetics & Evolution and Ecology.
Chemistry: Atoms, Bonding, Quantitative chemistry, Chemical reactions and Energy changes, Rates of
reactions, Organic Chemistry, Chemical Analysis, Chemistry of the Atmosphere and the Earth’s
resources.
Physics: Energy, Particles including States of matter, Electricity, Atomic structure and Radioactivity,
Forces in action, Waves and Electromagnetism. Space is an Extension only topic
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Assessment
Examinations take place in the Summer of Year 11. Exams are all externally assessed. Separate
sciences are assessed via terminal exams as there is no coursework component involved, although
required practical experiments must be taught as part of the course. Students will sit two papers per
science GCSE (6 in total) each lasting 1 hour 45 minutes and making up a 50% of each GCSE. All
papers will include a mix of question styles, from short, single-mark questions to 6 mark questions which
will assess students’ use of good English, organising information clearly and use of specialist terms
where appropriate.
Progression
Education
This route is ideal for talented and competent scientists who may be considering a career which is
science based. Gaining 3 Science GCSEs (Biology, Chemistry and Physics) places you in a strong
position to go on to study science at A Level and from there moving on to further studies such as
university.
Employment
It can lead to a career in Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary Science, or any university degree course
involving science e.g. Forensic Science, Environmental Biology, Biochemistry, Nuclear Physics etc. Even
if you do not wish to take science further, these 3 GCSEs will show your academic ability, logical thinking
and dedication to hard work which is an advantage when applying for college, university or employment.

